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HOW CHANGE HAPPENS

EMERGENCE 
OF THE NEW
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EMERGENCE OF THE NEW

H O W  C H A N G E  H A P P E N S  I N  L I V I N G  SYS T E M S
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LE ADER-AS-HERO LE ADER-AS-HOST

• Leaders have the answers. 

• People do what they’re told.  

• High risk requires high control.  

• Today’s problems are complex 
and interconnected.  

• We invite all parts of the system 
to participate and contribute. 

• Order emerges from shared 
meaning, not control. 

• We trust other people’s 
creativity and commitment.
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EFFICIENCY RESIL IENCE

• Every system has an “efficient 
optimal state.” 

• Technology enables us to reach 
that state. 

• So does doing more, better, 
faster of the same. 

 
Oh, and by the way… 

• Tomorrow will look a lot like 
today.

• Life is filled with uncertainty 
and surprise. 

• Resilient systems depend on 
redundancy and diversity.  

• We have much to learn from 
nature.
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INTERVENTION FRIENDSHIP

• People need help… 

• They can’t help themselves… 

• It’s our duty to “interrupt” their 
experience on their behalf.   

• Each and every person can 
make a contribution. 

• We rely on relationship rather 
than compliance.   

• There is joy in gathering with 
friends to invent and experiment
—even in the worst 
circumstances.



Developmental  
and  
Summative  
Evaluation





Two complementary approaches to monitoring  
& evaluation

Summative evaluation 

Judge success or failure 

Measure against fixed goals 

External for Objectivity 

Linear cause/effect models 

Accountability to external 

Accountability for control, blame 

Evaluator controls evaluation

Developmental evaluation 

Provide feedback for improvement or shifts in 
direction 

New measures as goals evolve 

Internal, integrated, interpretive 

Seek to capture system dynamics 

Accountability to values, commitments 

Understand & respond strategically 

Evaluator matches process to context



Prototyping 
Mindset



PROTOTYPES

Prototypes are essentially early 
“drafts” of what will be final action 
around systems change. A prototype is 
the first iteration(s) of an idea 
translated into concrete actions. The 
role of the core team is to try out 
ideas in a preliminary way in small, 
practical, organized actions - 
prototype, learn from what they’re 
doing without overcommitting resources 
and time, and then iterate to the next 
version of that action.



Prototyping in Systems Change

A Prototype in our work means: 

• Experimenting to learn - not 
a project 

• Rapid, iterative and 
adaptive - 3 sprints 

• Focused on systemic patterns 



Prototyping in Systems Change

A Prototyping Mindset: 

• Disrupts default patterns 

• Recognises human bias 

• Stays away from quick answers 

• Remains curious 

• Reframes failure as learning and important 
data 

• Pays attention to unintended consequences  

• Pays attention to the unusual, the edges 
and the margins 






